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bustling crowd is gathered, full of action and color and 
suggestion for the moralist. 

"The First Born," by T. A. Pelevin, is one of the few 
pictures in the collection that brings a touch of light
heartedness to the beholder. 

In a little peasant';" cottage, where garments and 
kitchen utensils are side by side on the wall, a young 
mother is holding her baby, and the kitten is creeping 
into the warm cradle beside her. The little hands are 
raised, the face is full of �llliIe�, and the mother's seems 
lit from the glow of the balJy'� eye�. 

In gpneral, the pieture� inten�ify any previous 
notion one Illay have had of the seriousness of life in 
the Czar's dOlllinions. 

Nearly all the �ubjects are national. but Ivan Cun-I 
stantinovich Aivazovm;ky has ventured into foreign 

I fields. (What might not a Illan with such a name ven- ; 
ture?) Hi:,; five large paintings of scenes in Columbus' 
career show much power'. No 106 is the Santa Maria 
in a �torm when the dauntless leader is surrounded by 
his crew in mutiny. No. 107 is Columbus landing with 
his suite at San Salvador. No. 108 is a scene from his 
early life, when as a youth he �aves himself on the 
mast of a mercantile ship which has been set on fire off 
the cost of Portugal by a Venetian galley. No. 109 is 
Columbus' farewell in Palos, and No. 110 the arrival 
of the flotilla on the American shore. If one wuuld 
like a series of sensations, novel if not bewildering, let 
him on the same day visit the Santa Maria, moored 
beside the peristyle, the convent of La Rabida with 
its portraits of Columbus, for whom a dozen or more 
men might have sat, and then look at these canvases 
aglow with fierce color and terrible with the storm of 
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has been proved to be fatal to the Bacill1l8 anthracis, WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY'S LUMINOUS SIGN. 

to the bacilli of typhoid fever and cholera, and to the One of the exhibits of the Western Electric Company 
cocci of �uppuration. It is said that the preparation at the Columbian Exposition received a great deal 
costs only about two cents a pOllnd. of attention from the general pUblic. This exhibit, 

••• I • while in the line of what theatrical people call" busi-
IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION OF FLOORS, CEILINGS, ness," was really remarkable in its ingenuity and con-

ARCHES, ETC. 

I 
struction, and answered the purpose of attracting the 

The illustration presents a COIll bined floor, arch alit! popular mind. It appeared like a veritable writing on 
ceiling, in which the ceiling i

.

8 flat and the floor SUP-

I 
the wall. 

.

It consisted uf a >;eries of lamps arranged as 
port arched, but with a large air challlber between shown, to give the initial� of the company's name in 
the floor and ceiling, the cun�tructiun being uf great script outline. These IaIJlPS apparently are lighted 

DE RACHE'S FLOOR AND CEILING ARCHES. 

and extingui�hetl by lllean� uf a wand that muves mys
teriuusly along the path uf the letters at their rear, 
amI which, although it does not tuuch the lamps, 
seems to exercise sOllie magic infllU'lIl'e and causes 
them to break out into a brilliant glow. It lttOVes for
ward on it� journey, writing on the ail' the letters W. 
K Co., and as it moves along the lamps beeome illumi
nated. When it has reached the end of its journey 
and lighted all the lamps in the series, the wand begins 
deliberately to move back III the reverse direction but 
in the same path, and extinguishes each lamp as its 
point passes by. The movement of the wand is auto
matic and the preci�iun of its movement renders it fas
cinating to watch. As a matter of fact, the only part 
that the wand has to play in this little eOllledy is that. 
of heightening the illusion. It really has no function 
to perform beyond bewildering the uninitiated. The 
real secret of operation of the apparatus i� not under

; �tood until the beholder has abandoned this idea and 
i bas grasped the fact that each lamp is conneeted with 
i the operating table or switch board, separately. Then 

sea and angry men-a Russian's interpretation to us of strength and such as to effectually deaden wund. The 
the life of our discoverer. 

I 
improvement has been patented by Mr. Pierre J. L. 

My strong impression of the labor. thought, ingenu- De Rache, known as Leonard De Rache, of No. 755 
ity and expense which have made the foreign exhibits w EaEt 141st Street, New York City. The floor and ceil
valuable has deepened every day. N ever, I think, was ing are arranged between parallel I beams or girders 
the brotherhood of man taught in a more forceful way of the usual kind, but the blocks, which bear upon the 
than at the Fait·; and, notwithstanding the bickerings lower flanges of the girders and which come at the 
and disappointments attendant upon its management, ends of the courses, are recessed to fit snugly upon the 
it cannot fail to result in closer bonds between the I flanges and have lips which project beneath the gird
scattered families of nations who for these summer ers, so that a key may be inserted between the lips of 
months have been represented in the White City. opposite and adjacent bearing blocks, thus covering 

all becomes comparatively clear, and he will be ready 
to have explained to him the details of operation which 
are rendered eOlllparatively iiilllple by baving exposed 
to h is view the internal lllechani�lIl, as appears in our 
illustration. 

A. DINSMOOR. the girder bottom and Illaking a smooth finish. On 
.. ,., .. 

Pixol, a New Disinfectant. 

The Lancet's Russian correspondent cites a report 
published in a supplement to the Army Medical J01lr

na.l, by Dr. Eberman. on pixol, a cheap disinfectant 
introduced by Dr. Raptchevski. It is prepared by dis-

the bearing blocks next the girder� are supporting 
blocks or skewbacks, which support the elld blocks or 
tiles of the series forming the arch, or the ends of the 
arches may, if preferred, he made to bear directly upon 
the bearing bloeks. A different form of bearing block, 
with lip fitting the hottom flange of the 1 beam, is 

The wand or pointer iii mounted on a slide rest 01' 

cgrria,ge, w that as the slide rest is traversed by a feed 
screw back and forth from right to left and left to 
right the pointer is automatically Illoved, so that its 
end, by a species uf pantagraph lllechanism, follows 
exactly the outlines of the letters. Its motion in doing 
this is controlled by two �in nous grooves in planes lying 
at right angles to each other. These planes, with their 
grooves, are seen below the baHe of the pointer. Eaeh 
groovp receives a projeeting pieee, which, as it moves. 
actuates the pointer. 

The travel of the wand is effected by a feed screw 
exa(;tly as a slirle rest in a lathe is worked. On the rod 
supporting part of tile weight of the carriage, with its 

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY'S EXHIBIT AT THE COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION-W RITING TH E COMPANY'S NAME IN INCANDESCENT LA MPS. 

solving a pound of green soap in three pounds of tar 
and �lowly adding a solution of a little over three 
ounces and a half of either potash or soda in three 
pounds of water. At the time of using, one part of the 
sirupy liquid thus formed is added to nineteen parts of 
water, forming a five per cent solution of pixol, and it 

is used of this strength for disinfecting linen and for 
washing the hands; for the disinfection of dejecta ten 

'�r cent solution is recommended. Such a solution 

shown in the small figure, the girders with this con
struction, being preferably placed parallel with each 
other. and a tie beam or bar extending between the 
ends of the arch, thus increasing the sustaining power 
of the floor. 

The advantage in this system of construction is that 
any kind of bricks or partition blocks, hollow or solid, 
may be used, but the hollow ones are preferable, on 
account of their lightness. 
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switch-shifting rullers and pointer, are two collars, one 
at each end, which, when !'truck by the carriage, shift 
the belt so as to reverse the feed. Thus as long as the 
machinery operates, the pointer move� back and forth, 
from right to left, and. reversing from left to right, 
along the line of the letters, the pantagraph attach
ment causing it to follow their outline exactly. 

Behind the apparatus is a double switchboard, 
whose surface above and below is traversed by two 
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